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IntroductionReversed Head

■ The Robot 
Schedule SAP 
Interface

The Robot Schedule SAP Interface gives you the ability to schedule SAP 
processes on the IBM i using Robot Schedule. This interface also allows 
you to determine the status of your SAP-related jobs and run these jobs 
with reactivity to other jobs, and much more:

 

• Use Robot Schedule to run all your SAP jobs whether SAP is installed 
on an IBM i, Windows, or UNIX platform. Robot Schedule features 
cross-system reactivity so you can schedule SAP jobs that are 
dependent on other SAP jobs or IBM i, UNIX, or Windows jobs, 
regardless of where SAP resides.

• Schedule recurring jobs once in Robot Schedule and you have nothing 
more to do, ever. Robot Schedule runs these jobs on time, every time 
until you tell it to stop.

• View SAP error messages on the IBM i job log. Use Robot Alert, the 
IBM i email and pager messaging software, to send an email or pager 
message to an SAP professional automatically when critical events 
occur.

• Get spooled file output from SAP onto the IBM i  output queue so you 
can view these documents natively or process them through Robot  
Reports, Fortra's report distribution, archiving, and viewing  software. 
Or, you can use Robot Transform, the spooled file PDF  
transformation package, to convert them to PDF files, making them  
viewable on any platform. Robot Transform preserves electronic  
forms package graphics, bar codes, company logos, and so on.

Robot Schedule is the cornerstone of the Robot Automated Opera-tions 
Solution, Fortra's product line that allows you to run your IBM i  
unattended. Thousands of Robot Schedule users have found that their 
operations run more smoothly after automation with Robot Schedule.

Automation using Robot Schedule is unsurpassed because Robot 
Schedule is three packages in one. It is an automatic computer operator, 
a job scheduler, and a batch management system. Robot Schedule lets 
you choose between the traditional “green screen” and a fully functional 
graphic user interface (GUI) . See the Robot Schedule User Guide for 
more information.

■ Three Packages
In One
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Introduction Introduction

To use the Robot Schedule SAP Interface, you must be running Robot 
Schedule 9.07 or higher. You also must obtain a security code from 
your HelpSystems Regional Sales Manager. Note: This security code is 
different than your Robot Schedule security code.

Entering your SAP Interface security code does the following:

• Places the SAPJOBS query in the Query menu

• Places three new security records in the Maintain Secured Objects
panel

• Creates the RBM/SAPSETUP and RBM/SAPMAIN menu options

The remainder of this user guide describes how to complete the System 
Defaults panel; how to define your SAP servers to Robot Schedule; how 
to schedule your SAP jobs with the RBTRUNSAP (Robot Schedule Run 
SAP Process) command in Robot Schedule; and how to view SAP job 
completion history.

■ Prerequisites
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot Schedule
Schedule

System Defaults

System Defaults Panel

Before you can define your SAP servers to Robot Schedule, you must complete the System Defaults 
panel. Use this panel to specify the default language for SAP servers defined to Robot Schedule and 
specify the display text for active and inactive servers. Enter the following commands to display this panel:

ADDLIBLE ROBOTLIB
RBM SAPSETUP

Enter a default language for SAP servers 
defined to Robot Schedule. For example, 
enter EN for English.

Enter the text to display in the Status field on the
Maintain Systems panel for active and inactive
servers.

“Active” and “Inactive” are the defaults. These
fields cannot be blank.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot Schedule Maintain Systems

The License Count indicates the number of SAP servers you 
are licensed to define to Robot Schedule.

If this value is *NOMAX, you can define an unlimited number of 
SAP servers to Robot Schedule.

Licenses Used indicates the current 
number of SAP servers defined to 
Robot Schedule.

The SAP server’s description, IP
address, and connection information.

Maintain Systems Panel

You must define your SAP servers to Robot Schedule using the Maintain Systems panel before you 
can schedule jobs for them. To display this panel, enter the following commands:

ADDLIBLE ROBOTLIB
RBM SAPMAIN

All the SAP servers that you define to Robot Schedule are listed on the Maintain Systems panel. The 
Maintain Systems panel displays an SAP server’s description, IP address, and connection information. 
You can search the list of servers by server description or IP address. Use this panel to add, delete, and 
modify SAP server records. When you select a server on the Maintain Systems panel, you can modify its 
system/user/password combination. You also can use the Maintain Systems panel to determine if a 
server’s connection information is correct.

In addition, the Maintain Systems panel displays the number of servers you are licensed to define to 
Robot Schedule and the number of SAP servers defined to Robot Schedule.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot ScheduleMaintain Systems

Press F5 to refresh the connection statuses shown in the 
Status field from the last time each connection was tested. F5 
does not test the connection statuses. Enter an 8 in the Opt 
column next to a server to test its connection.

Maintain Systems Panel

The language in which the SAP server
displays. This value is set in SAP and
cannot be changed on this panel.

The server’s status. Enter an 8 in the Opt column next to a server to test its connection.

Active*       Server was active at the last connection test.

Inactive*    Server was inactive at last connection test.

Blank         Server status is unknown. Test the connection to determine status.

Failed        Server failed last connection test.

* These values may be different if they were changed on the System Setup panel.

The SAP server’s client code. This
value is set on the System panel. Enter
a 1 in the Opt column next to a server to
display the System panel.

The SAP server’s system number. This
value is set on the System panel. Enter
a 1 in the Opt column next to a server to
display the System panel.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot Schedule

Searching
For A Server

Searching for a Server

You can search for SAP servers by server description or IP address. If you change search criteria, the panel
displays again using the selected sort option and the label on the Start at field changes accordingly.

To change the search option, press 
F9 to display the Search Options 
window. Enter a 1 next to the sort 
option you want to use and press 
Enter.

In this example, the server list is sorted alphabetically by server description. 
To locate a server in the list, enter the server description in the Start at 
field and press Enter. Robot Schedule searches for the first server with that 
name and positions it at the top of the list.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot ScheduleServer Maintenance

Defining a Server to Robot Schedule
To define a new server to Robot Schedule , press F6 on the Maintain Systems panel to display the 
Add System panel. Use the Add System panel to define SAP servers to Robot Schedule. Enter the IP 
address or server name of the server you are defining. If you don’t know this information, press F4 to 
display a list of server names or IP addresses.

Enter the IP address (up to 50 characters) of a 
server in your Domain Name Server (DNS). 
Or, press F4 to select from a list of IP 
addresses in the local host file.

Enter the server name (up to 50 characters) of 
a server in your Domain Name Server (DNS). 
Or, press F4 to select from a list of servers 
names in the local host file only.

Press F6 to display the Add 
System panel.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot Schedule Server Maintenance

Defining a Server to Robot Schedule
After you complete the Add System panel, the System panel displays allowing you define new servers. 
Enter a router string, server description, the SAP user profile and password for the server, and a SAP client 
code and system number for the server. As a security precaution, there can be only one valid user profile 
and password per server.

The IP address you entered on the Add System 
panel. You cannot change the IP address on this 
panel. To verify whether the server is active and 
whether you are using the correct IP address, 
press F8 to test the connection.

Enter the router string
for the server.

Enter the SAP user profile information for the SAP 
server you are defining to Robot Schedule. For 
security reasons, there can be only one user 
profile and password per server.

If the Description is filled in, it is from
your local host file. If the field is blank,
enter the server description.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot ScheduleServer Maintenance

Enter the language in which you want the
SAP server to display. For example, enter
EN for English. Note: If you leave this
field blank, the default language is used.

Enter an SAP client code
(0 - 999) for the server.

Defining a Server to Robot Schedule

Enter an SAP system number
(0 - 999) for the server.

Press F3 to cancel the addition of 
the server and return to the 
Maintain Systems panel.

Press F12 to add the device 
and return to the Add System 
panel, on which you can add 
another server.

The server status the last time
the connection was tested.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot Schedule

Server Maintenance

Changing Server Information

Use the Maintain Systems panel to select a server and modify its setup information. You can change a 
server’s router string, description, SAP client code, or SAP system number.

You cannot change a server’s IP address on this panel. If you want to change a server’s IP address, you 
must delete it and then add it using the new IP address. See Deleting a Server Defined to Robot 
Schedule later in this User Guide, and Defining a Server to Robot Schedule, earlier in this User Guide.

Enter an 1 in the Opt column
next to the server’s description.

You cannot change the IP address
on this panel. You must delete the
server and then add it using the
new IP address.

Enter a new router string
for the server.

Enter a new server
description.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot ScheduleServer Maintenance

Changing Server Information

Enter a new SAP client code or SAP
system number.

Enter a new user profile and password. For
security reasons, there can be only one
user profile and password per server.

Enter a new system language for the
server. For example, enter EN for English.
Note: If you leave this field blank, the
default language is used.
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Defining SAP Servers to 
Robot Schedule Server Maintenance

Deleting a Server Defined to Robot Schedule
There are certain instances when you should delete SAP servers defined to Robot Schedule. For ex-ample, 
if you no longer use a server, you should delete it. If you replace a server, you should delete the existing 
server’s record and add a new record for the new server. Use the Maintain Systems panel to delete servers 
defined to Robot Schedule. You can select one or more servers to delete.

Enter a 4 in the Opt column next
to the server(s) you want to
delete. The System Confirm
Deletion panel appears for each
server you select.

Verify that you selected the correct server to delete. Press Enter to 
confirm the deletion or press F3 to cancel the deletion. If you confirm 
the deletion, the Maintain Systems panel displays with a message at 
the bottom indicating the device has been deleted.
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Server Maintenance
RBTRUNSAP
Command

The Run an SAP Job (RBTRUNSAP) Command

Use the RBTRUNSAP command to schedule SAP server processes in Robot Schedule. You can sched-ule 
up to 10 SAP processes in one RBTRUNSAP command. You must enter an ABAP program name for each 
process you want to include in the job. When required, you also must enter a program variant name for each 
process you want to include in the job. You can allow your system to determine the server it uses to run 
SAP processes, which is called load balancing, or you can specify the server to use for the processes.

Enter the IP address of the SAP server to 
which you want to connect. Press F4 to 
select from a list of licensed SAP servers. 
This field is required.

Enter the SAP job name.
This field is required.

Enter a program variant name for
each process you want to include
in the job, when required.

Enter + to display additional
fields for entering more than
one SAP process for the job.

Enter an ABAP program name for
each process you want to include in
the job. This field is required.

RBTRUNSAP
Command

Specify whether you want the system to determine
which server to use to run the process(es).

*YES   The system determines which server to
use for the process(es).

*NO     The SAP Server field displays. You must
enter the name of the server to use when
running the process(es).

Specify whether any spooled file data should be
converted to a text file for viewing on the iSeries.

*YES   Data will be copied to the job for viewing.

*NO     Data will not be copied to the job for
viewing.
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Quick Tour: Creating a Job that Executes the RBTRUNSAP Command

This quick tour shows you how to schedule a Robot Schedule job that executes the RBTRUNSAP 
command. The RBTRUNSAP command can include up to 10 SAP processes. For more information on 
creating and scheduling commands in Robot Schedule, see the Command Entry section in the Robot 
Schedule User Guide.

To display the ROBOT Main Menu, enter RBO on a command line and select the option for Robot 
Schedule.

2. On the Job Schedule List, press
F6 to create a new job record.

Scheduling Jobs in 
Robot Schedule

Scheduling Jobs in 
Robot Schedule

1. On the ROBOT Main Menu, select
option 1 to display the Job Schedule
List.
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Quick Tour: Creating a Job that Executes the RBTRUNSAP Command

3. On the Initial Job Setup panel, enter a C
for job type Command. Then, fill in the
rest of the job details and the job sched-
ule.

To make it easier to locate SAP jobs on 
the Job Completion History panel, 
include ‘SAP’ in the Description field on 
this panel.

Press Enter to save your job setup infor-
mation. Then, press F10 to display the 
ROBOT Command Entry panel.

4. On the ROBOT Command Entry panel,
enter the RBTRUNSAP command.
Press F4 on the command to display the
command prompt panel and enter the
information for the SAP jobs you want
the command to run. For more
information, see The Run an SAP Job
(RBTRUNSAP) Command, earlier in
this User Guide.

Scheduling Jobs in 
Robot Schedule Scheduling Jobs in 

Robot Schedule
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6. On the Control Options panel, review
and change control options for the job, 
as needed. The initial control options on 
the panel come from the STANDARD 
environment that you can access and edit 
from the Scheduling Objects Menu. In 
any field, *RBTDFT means that the 
value for that field is obtained from the 
specified environment (STANDARD). 
For more information on the options, see 
the Control Options section in the Robot 
Schedule User Guide.

Press F12 to return to the Job Schedule 
List. From the Job Schedule List, you can 
see the jobs you have entered and 
continue entering jobs.

5. After you finish entering the commands,
you may want to check the job control
options for the job. To do so, press F23
to display the Options menu and then
enter a 1 next to option 5.

Scheduling Jobs in 
Robot Schedule

Scheduling Jobs in 
Robot Schedule

Quick Tour: Creating a Job that Executes the RBTRUNSAP Command
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Viewing Job Completion History

The Job Completion History panel lists all SAP and other jobs that have been submitted; the jobs might 
have completed or still be running. It lists all jobs submitted by Robot Schedule; it also lists all batch 
jobs that were submitted outside of Robot Schedule.

Use the Job Completion History panel to see and work with the completion history and logs of a job. To 
see the Job Completion History panel, select option 5 on the Control Menu.

Select option 5 to display
the Job Completion History
panel.

The Job Completion History panel lists all job runs, each with its
completion date, time and status, and the number of minutes for the run.
If the job is still running, the message shows the start date and time.

Viewing SAP Jobs in
Completion History

SAP jobs.

Viewing SAP Job
Completion History
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Finding a Job in the Job Completion History

The Job Completion History panel provides two ways to help you find what you are looking for on the
display. You can limit the list of runs to a specific status category, or you can select the search option to use
and then enter a search value to find a specific job.

Press F4 to display a list of status 
categories. Enter a 1 to select a 
status category.

Or, you can just enter the status 
code in this field.

Press F9 to list the search 
criteria. Select the search 
option you want to use and 
then enter a search value.

Viewing SAP Jobs in
Completion History

Viewing SAP Job
Completion History
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